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About This Content

Mixed Booster Pack includes 11 new game cards (3 rare, 4 uncommon, 4 common) designed by Junpyon and Hono of
Orange_Juice. The cards of the set can be purchased from the in-game shop and used in both single and multiplayer. All cards in

a multiplayer game can be used by all players via the center deck, even if they do not own the DLC.
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Trust in the heart of the cards.. More cards the better. Or so it seems.

Also, there is no blue eyes white dragon inside, if that's what you're after.

. Buy only on sale!

This is more content to a game. I can't speak much about the specific cards you get but more is better I allways say.. So many of
these cards have become staple in my deck that I completely forgot they're even dlc! Mix phenomenon is an amazing card that
randomly alters the playing field, and I couldn't imagine playing without passionate research in some decks nowadays... Sealed
memories also works very well with the new DLC character, Sweet Breaker, so definitely a must-buy.. If you love 100% Orange
Juice, you will definitely love adding these 11 new cards to your deck through the booster pack. I highly recommend this for the
person who plays 100% Orange Juice all day and night!. poppo a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. make your friends hate you
even faster with these amazing cards. The only way to get your friends to hate you. :). Each of these new cards adds a lot to the
game, I feel. They do a good job of mixing things up further, fitting considering it's the "mixed" booster pack. Not
recommended for beginners, but if you enjoy the game then absolutely get this DLC.
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11 cards to add to your decks as you see fit and every single one adds a lot to the existing gameplay. While I love new
characters, this release was quite a pleasant surprise. Give Poppo even MORE options with which to exact her bloody agenda of
death and destruction! You know you want to.

I'd also like to note that with this release they updated the base game with new maps, new panels, new field events, and made a
few misc interface improvements like arrows to show where each path will take you at junctions. If nothing else buy this to
support Fruitbat Factory for their awesome work and for more updates down the line.. Great cards that add some VERY
interesting new things to the game.
Recommeded!
(However, if you don't own it you can still use them in MP when others have them). 11 new cards for 100% OJ? It is called
mixed booster pack?

1+1=2

200% Mixed Juice confirmed to release on Steam. :p

On a serious note, these cards are so much fun to use. This DLC expands the variety of strategy that can be used for every
charcter, opposed to the other DLCs that just add 2 characters. It is my favorite DLC to date for this game.

Newer players may want to wait for this DLC to go on sale. This booster pack needs to be bought with the free in game
currency even after buying the DLC. This pack costs the most stars out of any current pack. This makes it hard to obtain early
game due to the amount of other wonderful things to obtain instead.. This DLC is great for people who enjoy 100% Orange
Juice and want some for variety for the game, and the price is great for what you get, this DLC also goes on sale every so often
and is in bundles every once in awhile.. Passionate Research + Krila = "Dance, Long-Eared Beasts!" x16
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